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Compiled from more than four hundred hours of channeling by Barbara Marciniak, Bringers of the
Dawn imparts to us the wisdom of the Pleiadians, a group of enlightened beings who have come to
Earth to help us discover how to reach a new stage of evolution. Master storytellers and humorists,
they advise us to become media free, to work in teams, and to eliminate the words "should" and
"try" from our vocabularies. We learn how to go beyond fear, how the original human was a
magnificent being with twelve strands of DNA and twelve chakra centers, and who our "gods" are.
Startling, intense, intelligent, and controversial, these teachings offer essential reading for anyone
questioning their existence on this planet and the direction of our collective conscious--and
unconscious. By remembering that we are Family of Light, that we share an ancient ancestry with
the universe around us, we become "bringers of the dawn," consciously creating a new reality, a
new Earth.
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Okay, keep an open mind. No really, keep your minds so wide open for what you are about to read
because you are going to fall right off that chair if you don't brace yourselves. This is one of those
books that is either going to induce a visceral sensation of disbelief in you or change your life
completely; I prefer you do the latter for your own sake. So, keep an open mind!I have to admit,
reading the first few pages of this book made me want to write off the author as some sort of
new-age phony "channeler" out to make a few quick bucks from vulnerable people. However, the
deeper I got into the book, the more I realized that the depth and power with which the information

and wisdom was being disseminated was simply beyond the shallow prerogatives of a con-artist.
No, I concede that Barbara Marciniak is the real deal. However, there is one caveat that you should
take heed of before reading "Bringers of the Dawn". Because some of the "facts" the Pleiadians
present are heretical to our notions of reality, it would behoove you to read up on other, more
"grounded" publications on human consciousness ("The Field" by Lynne McTaggart, "The
Holographic Universe" by Michael Talbot, etc...) before you tackle the colossal paradigm shift that
accompanies this book. Without a basic understanding in spirituality, quantum physics, or
consciousness studies, this book will not hold the profound experience that you deserve.Marciniak
is a self-proclaimed channeler, allowing higher frequency, fifth dimensional "entities" known as the
Pleiadians to speak through her from the future (They reside in the Pleiadian star system). The
Pleiadians comprise one of the many extra-terrestrial intelligent life-forms out there, not all of whom
harbor good intentions for the human race.

First of all, the, "Bringers of the Dawn" is an excellent piece of work, well worth reading. I highly
recommend it to anybody who happens to be reading this review. A very useful book to those who
are ready for it.Anyway, as a point of interest. . ."Bringers of the Dawn" was published in 1992,
based on materials channeled from a number of years previous. Times and moods were different
even only a decade and a half ago. Things have accelerated and the message sent by the
Pleiadians has, apparently, been added to by the same source.Look into the, "Cassiopaean
Transcripts", a very interesting channeling experiment active from 1994-2001, spear-headed by
Laura Knight Jadczyc.The Cassiopaeans claim to BE the Pleiadians, merely broadcasting from a
different point in space and time. After examining both materials, the spirit of the message seems to
be consistent, although each appeals to different aspects of the puzzle of Humanity and life on
Earth. The Cassiopaean communication comes through Ouija board rather than a direct channeling,
and allowed for two-way communication presented in a Question/Answer format rather than the
one-way messages presented in, "Bringers of the Dawn".Where the P's material was very
elaborately spoken, the C's material tends to be more briefly worded, although much more concrete
and detail-oriented with few punches pulled. A warning: --The Pleiadian material took a softer
approach, presumably to warm up people to certain ideas without shocking them with too much, too
soon; They only briefly touched upon certain difficult subjects where the C's, by contrast, are very
direct and the things they reveal can be quite shocking for the unprepared.
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